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MetroConstruct Inc. faced challenges in managing and analyzing overtime
costs effectively. With multiple projects running simultaneously and a
workforce operating in shifts, it was becoming increasingly difficult to track
and control overtime expenditures. The company needed a solution to better
understand the impact of overtime on budgets and to optimize workforce
scheduling to reduce unnecessary costs.

The Challenge

Track and analyze cost components over time,
providing valuable insights into labor

management and cost-saving opportunities
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MetroConstruct Inc. decided to utilize the UZIO AI Copilot to gain insights into
overtime usage and associated costs. The AI Copilot was tasked with
generating detailed reports on overtime hours and costs for the last six months,
aiming to identify patterns and potential inefficiencies in workforce
management.

Solution

The HR team asked the AI Copilot, "Generate a report analyzing overtime
hours and costs for the last six months." The insights provided by the AI
helped identify specific projects where overtime was highest, leading to a
strategic review of project management practices.

Query and AI Copilot’s Response
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MetroConstruct Inc. is a prominent construction firm known for its large-scale
commercial and residential projects. The company prides itself on timely
delivery and quality workmanship, employing a sizable workforce that often
works in shifts and overtime to meet project deadlines.
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The strategic deployment of AI technology allowed MetroConstruct to optimize
workforce scheduling, aligning it more closely with project demands and
enhancing overall operational efficiency. Consequently, the company not only
achieved cost savings but also enhanced employee satisfaction by promoting a
more balanced approach to work hours. This development strengthened
MetroConstruct’s position as a leader in the construction industry, known for its
innovative management practices and commitment to employee welfare.

Conclusion: UZIO - The new age Payroll, HRIS Platform

To Know More

Please scan the QR code or visit

https://www.uzio.com/uzio-ai-copilot/

Implementing the UZIO AI Copilot enabled MetroConstruct Inc. to effectively
analyze and manage overtime costs. The insights provided by the AI helped
identify specific projects where overtime was highest, leading to a strategic
review of project management practices. As a result, the company was able to
adjust its scheduling practices, which not only reduced overtime costs by 15%
but also improved overall project efficiency and employee satisfaction. This
strategic approach to managing overtime not only helped in controlling
expenses but also reinforced MetroConstruct’s commitment to maintaining a
balanced work environment.

Outcome and Impact
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